Jeremy Christian:
Occult Nazi Aspects

https://www.facebook.com/jeremy.christian.581/posts/1092553550808291

" I swear to Odin, Kali, Bastet and all other Pagan Gods and Goddesses in my
Aryan Theosophical Nucleus."

Jeremy swears to: ODIN
As the god of war, Odin watched over warriors who fell in battle.

Odin has a Resemblence to Enki or other Sumerian Gods

http://aryanoccultnation.weebly.com/
Cited from above link: Satan is known to be Odin, Poseidon, Enki, Lucifer,
etc. If you do your research you will notice they have the same attributes
and their similarities can tell you how their connected. According to the
Catholic Encyclopedia, all gentile gods (pagan gods) are Demons, and for
once they are correct.

Jeremy swears to Kali: Goddess of Destruction

Goddess Kali represents the force of the ultimate devourer. She is bathed in blood and
one of her leg is seen folded to her knee. The figure she represents is one that is
sufficient to strike fear into the weak-hearted. It is no surprise therefore that early
orientalist historians assumed Goddess Kali herself was a demon. Blood sacrifices of
animals are not uncommon in her worship.

Shiva, A principal diety in Hinduism: Not mentioned by
Jeremy but is associated with Kali as a consort.

Shiva is the "destroyer and transformer" within the Trimurti, the Hindu trinity that
includes Brahma and Vishnu.[3][4] In Shaivism tradition, Shiva is the Supreme being who
creates, protects and transforms the universe.[5][6]
There are references to Shiva being also linked with or being 'Samael'. Who are both
inferred to having a prince of demons status. And both are associated with creating
'material world'.

Not Mentioned by Jeremy, Samael : Another entity with
a God Complex. Has increasing similarities to Shiva in
creation and destruction of the universe.

http://gnosis.org/naghamm/hypostas.html

The Hypostasis of the Archons
Opening his eyes, he saw a vast quantity of matter without limit; and he became
arrogant, saying, "It is I who am God, and there is none other apart from me". When he
said this, he sinned against the entirety. And a voice came forth from above the realm
of absolute power, saying, "You are mistaken, Samael" – which is, 'god of the blind'.
Associated with Shiva in some Kabbalah References

Jeremy Swears to BASTET: Diety of WARFARE

https://henadology.wordpress.com/theology/netjeru/bast/

In texts .." Frequent reference is made to Bast projecting her potencies in the form of
seven ‘arrows’, each of which is made up of a demon or group of demons. These seven
demons or demonic groups may be wielded by other deities,....."

Last Commentary:
It is interesting to see that a few of the 'entities' referenced by Jeremy C. have
links to the entity known as a chief amongst archons; Samael, the one Sophia had
created without her consort in the copic text The Nag Hammadi. The entities
referenced by Jeremy C., Odin (war), Kali (Destruction), Bastet (warfare), all have
destructive connotations, yet their associations, when researched are Shiva, Enki, and
Samael. The other associations are generally found together as an interchangeable
entity and often can be discovered to take on any of the three names Shiva, Enki, and
Samael.
It would seem that the gods of Jeremy C. have little to do with patriotism and are
more embedded in the particular Nazi group J.C. was affiliated with. It is even highly
likely that Jeremy C. may have cooperated in ritualistic ceremonies to these entities
years before this instance of violence.
He also claims to be a Nihilist:
Nihilism is the belief that all values are baseless and that nothing can be known or
communicated. It is often associated with extreme pessimism and a radical skepticism
that condemns existence. A true nihilist would believe in nothing, have no loyalties,
and no purpose other than, perhaps, an impulse to destroy.
Jeremy C. has an intense focus on war and destruction. As to say he was a ticking time
bomb. Christian also posted material from media outlets depicting his participation in
the April rally, referring to his use of an American flag as a cape as his “Lizard King
Regalia”.

Resources:
http://www.theshivaexperience.com/goddess-kali-stand-on-lord-shiva/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religious_aspects_of_Nazism
http://www.cscmediagroupus.com/robert-zerfing/portland-oregon-ted-wheelertrump-rally
http://www.ancient.eu/Nanshe/
http://sarahdeming.typepad.com/.a/6a00d8341c58ca53ef019b04250e5c970d-pi
http://pre00.deviantart.net/e8b2/th/pre/i/2015/331/8/8/bastet_the_cat_goddess_by
_hazelthehobbit-d9i6ah5.jpg
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/may/27/portland-double-murder-whitesupremacist-muslim-hate-speech

http://internationalorderofkabbalists.org/Public/Kabbalist%20Articles/Kabbalist%2019
91/The%20Real%20Meaning%20Behind%20Samael%20-%20Defries%20(1991).pdf

Interesting Extra Info as SJW have a goddess associated with "NAZI".
Social Justice Goddess Pronounced "NAZI"
Nanshe (also known as Nanse, Nazi) is the Sumerian goddess of social justice
and divination, whose popularity eventually transcended her original boundaries
of southern Mesopotamia toward all points throughout the region in the 3rd
millennium BCE. She was the daughter of Enki, god of wisdom and fresh water,
and Ninhursag, the Mother Goddess (though she is also referenced as
the daughter of Enlil).

